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Abstract—Electrified transportation has emerged as a trend to
support energy efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction targets.
While electric (road) vehicles aim to achieve this goal, they can
not be considered alone. EVs must be successfully integrated
with three interconnected systems: the transportation system, the
electric power grid, and their supporting information systems
often called intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Consequently, transportation electrification as a new trend requires
simulation tools that assess vehicle-to-infrastructure integration
scenarios. This paper presents a benchmark analysis of open
source transportation electrification simulation tools. The holistic
assessment consists of 2 level analysis. First, a list of available
open-source and commercial traffic simulation tools are classified into macro, meso and microscopic simulators. Second,
an in-depth comparison analysis is conducted for only micro
& mesoscopic open source tools. This analysis aims to depict
the overall features of these tools such as inclusion of electric
vehicle functionality, source-code accessibility & customizability
and simulation performance. The study finds that while none
of these tools has truly addressed the breadth of transportation
electrification research, MATSIM, SUMO and TRANSIMS all
have promising characteristics for future development.
Index Terms—Transportation Electrification, Electric Vehicles, Traffic
Simulation Tools, Agent-Based Simulation, Microscopic.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Transportation Electrification (TE) has emerged as a trend
to support energy efficiency and CO2 emissions reduction
targets. Electric vehicles (EVs) are one of the main modes
of transportation electrification [1], [2]. The aim is to reduce
the use of non-renewable vehicle’s fuel resources (Petrol,
Diesel, etc.) and depend on renewable energy. One challenge
of EVs, however, is that they interact with three interconnected systems, namely: transportation system, the electric
power grid, and their supporting information systems often
called intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [3]–[13]. For
that reason, the true success of electric vehicles depends on
their successful integration with the infrastructure systems that
support them. The main challenge associated with TE is that
EVs generally behave differently than Internal Combustion
Vehicles (ICVs) in two aspects. First, EVs typically have a
travel range of approximately 150km [14]. Second, while ICVs
can refuel in a matter of minutes, a typical EV may require 6-8
hours in order to recharge [15]. These two aspects of EVs can
significantly impact user driving patterns and lead to different

traffic behaviors [10]. Moreover, the performance in the transportation domain can not be studied independently without
considering the electrical domain properties [2]. Efforts to
operate and control the performance in either domain requires
an assessment tool whose scope includes the functionality of
both systems. Similarly, a holistic assessment of transportation
electrification requires a simulation tool that is capable of
coordinating between these two domains and overcome the
mentioned challenges.
This paper seeks to conduct a benchmark analysis of
transportation-electrification simulation tools building upon
the lessons learned from the methodological contributions in
this domain [2], [3], [10], [13], [16]. To that effect, several
reviews of available traffic simulations have proved useful in
conducting an extensive analysis [4]–[9], [11]. These studies,
aggregated together, identified different sets of traffic simulation packages and used different criteria for their comparison.
Their common feature was their orientation to transportation
systems. A review that includes both the electrical as well
as transportation aspects was not found. Therefore, this work
focuses primarily on the transportation and charging infrastructure.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section
II presents an extensive list of benchmark criteria for TE as
well as shows the available traffic simulation tools. Section
III then conducts the detailed benchmark analysis upon this
foundation. Section IV evaluates the nominated tools performance by providing a simple illustrative example for each
tool. Section V concludes the work by providing the most
convenient available open source candidate among the selected
list for TE assessment.
II. BACKGROUND
In conducting a benchmark analysis of open-source transportation electrification simulation tools, it is necessary to
identify the criteria of assessment and the available candidate
simulation tools. This section first rationalizes this set of
criteria and then draws upon the literature to find appropriate
candidate simulation tools upon which the benchmark analysis
will be built.

A. Benchmark Criteria for Transportation-Electrification Simulation Tools

•

The benchmark criteria fall under four categories which are:
1) The physical structure of
nexus
2) The physical behavior of
nexus
3) The control behavior of
nexus
4) The implementation of the

the transportation electricity
the transportation-electricity
the transportation-electricity

This selected list of criteria addresses the physical structure
and behavior of the TEN. Since this physical system is composed of artifacts from both infrastructure systems, the criteria
address the operational and control behavior for both domains.
Finally, they also consider the practical implementation issues
of the simulation software. Each of these criteria are now
addressed in turn.
1) Criteria for the TEN’s Physical Structure: Drawing upon
Definition 1, the physical structure of a TEN includes three
types of artifacts:

•

•

Transportation Artifacts: These include the transportation topology as a graph composed of stations/intersections (i.e. nodes) and roads (i.e. edges) as
well as artifacts that travel within it including ICVs,
buses, pedestrians, bicycles, trains, trucks [17], [18].
Electrical Artifacts: These include the electrical topology as a graph composed of generators, loads, and
substations (i.e. nodes) and lines (i.e. edges) as well as
the flows of electrical power flowing within in [17] [19].
Hybrid Artifacts: These include those artifacts that serve
both an electrical as well as transportation function. These
include electrified roads, charging stations, and electric
vehicles in all transportation modes [20].

2) Criteria for the TEN’s Physical Behavior: From this
physical structure, the associated criteria for the TEN’s physical behavior can be inferred. Naturally, the full TEN is a
dynamic system with inputs, kinematic state, energetic state,
output performance and agent-based use cases that describe
human transportation behavior [2], [3]. In recognition of these
physical behavior properties of the TEN, the associated criteria
are:
•

•

•

simulation software

Definition 1. Transportation-Electricity Nexus (TEN) [2]:
A system-of-systems composed of a system with the artifacts
necessary to describe at least one mode of transport united with
an interdependent system composed of the artifacts necessary
to generate, transmit, distribute and consume electricity.

•

•

Input: These include the sequence of human activities that
define origins and destinations over the course of the day.
It also includes the electric power demand not associated
with electrified transportation modes.
Kinematic state: This includes the position, velocity and
acceleration of each individual vehicle. This granularity
is required in order to distinguish ICVs from EVs [3].

Energetic State: This includes the amount of fuel consumed for ICVs and the state of charge in electric
vehicles. It also includes the power system’s electrical
state (e.g. to conduct power flow analysis).
Output performance: This includes output values of interest such as CO2 emissions, traffic congestion, quality
of service, electrical reliability for balancing, voltage and
line operation.
Agent-Based use cases: This includes the sequences of
human activities which define where individuals wish to
be and when.

3) Criteria for the TEN’s Control Behavior: The physical
dynamics are controlled with operations management decisions within an operations time scale. Five coupled decisions
have been previously identified which are summarized in Table
I. Additionally, the transportation traffic light and signaling
TABLE I: Intelligent Transportation-Energy System Operations Decisions in the Transportation Electricity Nexus [10]
•
•
•
•

•

Vehicle Dispatch: When a given EV should undertake a trip
(from origin to destination)
Route Choice: Which set of roads and intersections it should
take along the way
Charging Station Queue Management: When & where it
should charge in light of real-time development of queues
Coordinated Charging: At a given charging station, when the
EVs should charge to meet customer departure times and power
grid constraints
Vehicle-2-Grid Stabilization: Given the dynamics of the power
grid, how can the EVs be used as energy storage for stabilization

system serves as a form of control which may work on a fixedtime schedule or dynamically in response to traffic conditions.
4) Criteria for the Implementation of the Simulation Software: Finally, the criteria also extend to the practical implementation issues of the simulation software. Transportation
electrification simulation presents a particularly challenging
problem given the size of the transportation and power systems
topologies, the number of vehicles traveling, and the fidelity
with which they are modeled. It requires several numerical
methods including sparse matrices, numerical integration of
differential equations, optimization methods, and big data
analytics [16]. The following criteria are included to give a
sense of the feasibility level and user-friendly environment
within the simulation tool which can be summarized as:
1. Programming Language: Some languages are better suited
to engineering applications driven by numerical methods.
2. Simulation Performance: The practical feasibility simulation depends on the computational speed, the memory load,
and the ability to use multi-core processors.
3. Documentation: The readability and accessibility of documentation facilitates the development of multiple simulation scenarios free from coding bugs and errors.
4. Visualization: The Availability of a 2D or 3D visualization
tool facilitates intuition development and debugging.

B. Available Simulation Tools
The benchmark criteria identified above can be applied to
a set of available simulation tools. Here, it is understood
that simulation software from the transportation and electric
power system domains can serve as benchmark candidates.
That said, from the perspective of causality, it is the electrified
transportation system that imposes a load on the power system.
Therefore, it is relatively more important to simulate the
dynamics of the former rather the latter. The remainder of
the paper focuses on transportation system simulation tools
with the recognition that there exist several open-source power
system simulation tools which may be later integrated if
necessary [21]–[23].
Traffic simulation models can be micro, meso and macroscopic. Microscopic models simulate individual vehicles down
to basic physical & kinematic properties such as speed,
locations, fuel consumption and others [24]. Mesoscopic treat
individual vehicles queues within cellular automata. Finally,
macroscopic models describe the traffic as flows and density of
vehicles [25]. These models are used to classify the available
traffic simulation tools accordingly as can be seen in Table II.
An extensive literature review was conducted in order to identify transportation system simulation tools. It aggregates the
results from several reviews on the topic [3]–[13]. These tools
shown below were classified along two axes. On the vertical
axis, open and commercial simulators were differentiated. On
the horizontal axis, simulators were classified as micro, meso,
and macoscopic.
TABLE II: Traffic Simulation Tools
Criteria
Open Source Traffic
Simulation Tools

Commercial
Traffic
Simulation Tools

Microscopic
TRANSIMS
[26],
SUMO [27], REPAST
[28], MAINSIM [29],
Veins [30], Movsim
[31], JAAMSIM [32],
MITSIMLab [33]
DRACULA-HUTSIMVista-CMS
[31],
VISSUM
[34],
Quadstone
paramics
[35],
AIMSUN
[36],
MITSIM
[37],
ITSUMO
[38],
TransModeler
[39], Synchro [40],
SIMWALK
[41],
Simtraffic
[41],
CORSIM
[42],
CORFLO [43]

Mesoscopic
MATsim [13]

TransModeler
Dynameq
INTEGRATION
[8], DynaMIT
DYNASMART
CONTRAM [31]

Macroscopic
Veins [30], JAAMSIM
[32]

[39],
[25],
[11],
[44],

TransModeler,
NETFLO1
[31],
SATURN
[45],
KRONOS
[46],
TRANSYT7FAVENUE-METANETCASIMIR [31]

C. A First Pass Analysis
While the result of Table II presents an extensive list of traffic simulation tools, only a small number are worthy of detailed
consideration for this application. None of the tools addressed
the electric power system part of the transportation electricity
nexus. Inclusion of such functionality could be achieved by cosimulation with commercial software but this has the potential
to yield slow performance and impose limitations on the study
of integrated dynamics and decision making. Furthermore,
TEN applications requires the differentiation between ICVs
and EVs and thus must be microscopic or mesoscopic. This
left the six tools identified in the upper left two elements of
Table II. Finally, the realization that significant customized

programming effort was required to address TEN simulation
brought the need for easy access to documentation and code
support. This left MATSim, SUMO, and TRANSims as the
remaining simulation tools that could meet these first-pass
criteria.
III. D ETAILED B ENCHMARK A NALYSIS OF T RAFFIC
S IMULATION T OOLS
This section conducts the detailed benchmark analysis of
the remaining traffic simulation tools. First, it provides a brief
description of the selected tools. Second, the results of the
analysis as summarized in Figure 1 are discussed.
A. Candidate Traffic Simulation Tools for Transportation
Electrification Assessment
In order to provide an overall insight about the chosen
simulation tools. This section describes each one in a more
detailed manner.
1- Multi-Agent Transport Simulation MATSim: provides a
framework for large-scale transport simulation considering
different modules such as demand, agent based mobilitysimulation, re-planning, transportation electrification simulation which all can be combined or used stand-alone [47].
2- Simulation of Urban Mobility SUMO: is an agent based
traffic simulator that facilitates the modeling of various
agents such as pedestrians, road vehicles and public transport [48].
3- Transportation Analysis and Simulation System TRANSIMS: is able to conduct transportation analysis, transportation simulation and dynamic traffic assignment within
an integrated development environment [49].
B. Discussion of the Detailed Benchmark Analysis
The detailed benchmark analysis aims to describe the degree
to which each tool is suitable for transportation electrification
study. In the context of this scope, each criterion was applied
to the three traffic simulation candidates. A summary of the
discussion is shown in Figure 1.
1. The physical structure of the transportation electricity
nexus
Recalling from Section II-A1, the physical structure of a
transportation electricity nexus is composed of transportation,
electrical and hybrid artifacts. All three tools consider the
transportation system topology as well as several modes of
transport along it. On the other hand, none of them addressed
purely electrical artifacts such as generation, transmission and
load. Thus, the physical structure of a TEN is equally treated
by these tools; albeit incompletely.
2. The physical behavior of the transportation-electricity
nexus
Recalling from Section II-A2, the physical behavior is a
dynamic system with inputs, kinematic state, energetic state,
output performance and agent-based use cases. In regards
to input data requirements, the three simulators generally
require the same data types albeit in different text formats.
The representation of kinematic state differed significantly

Criteria/Software
1.1#$Transportation$Artifacts
1.2#$Electrical$Artifacts
1.3#$Hybrid$Artifacts

2.18Transportation8Behavior

MATSim

SUMO
TRANSIMS
1.The8physical8structure8of8the8transportation8electricity8nexus
Has:$Nodes,$Edges,$Multi#modes$of$transport:$
Has:$Nodes,$Edges,$Multi#modes$of$transport:$
Has:$Nodes,$Edges,$Multi#modes$of$transport:$
Pedestrian,$Public$Transport,$Vehicles
Pedestrian,$Public$Transport,$Vehicles
Pedestrian,$Public$Transport,$Vehicles
None
None
None
Has:$modes$of$$Electrical$transport:$Electric$Vehicles.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8
Has:$modes$of$$Electrical$transport:$Electric$Vehicles.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$8
Has:$modes$of$$Electrical$transport:$Electric$Vehicles.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Lacks:8electrified$nodes$and$links$(Charging$stations,$ Lacks:8electrified$odes$and$links$(Charging$stations,$
Lacks:8electrified$odes$and$links$(Charging$stations,$
electrified$roads).
electrified$roads).
electrified$roads).
2.8The8physical8behavior8of8the8transportationEelectricity8nexus

2.1.1$%Kinematic%State

Has:$Cellular$Automata$Model$includes$Position$&$
Speed.Lacks:8Acceleration

2.1.2.1$%Energetic%State%in%
Transportation

Has:$Algebric$Fuel$consumption$model$based$on$the$ Has:$Differenttional$Equation$Consumption$Model$
avg.$Speed.8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888Lacks:8 based$on$distance,$speed$and$acceleration.
Fuel$Model$based$on$instantenous$speed

2.1.2.2.%Energetic%State%in%Power%
System
2.1.3$%Output%Performance
2.1.4$%Agent$Based%Use%Cases
2.1.4.1$%Non$Electrified%Motion
2.1.4.2$%Electrified%Motion
2.1.4.3$%Non$Electrified%Stationary%
Function
2.1.4.4$%Electrified%Stationary%
Function
3.1E8Vehicle8Dispatch8(OED)
3.2E8Route8Choice
3.3E8Charging8Queue8Management
3.4E8Coordinated8Charging
3.5E8VehicleE2EGrid8Functionality
3.6E8Traffic8Lights8Control

4.1E8Language
4.2E8Simulation8Performance

4.2.1$%Default%example%size?
4.2.2$%Computational%Time
4.2.3$%Multi$core%processsing.%%%

Has:$Full$Kinematic$Model$includes$Position,$Speed$
and$The$Grade$of$the$Road.

None

Has:$Full$Kinematic$Model$includes$Speed,$Position,$
Acceleration,$Time$of$Arrival$(total$trip$time)$$and$
Lanes$include$shape$and$speed$limit.
Has:$Differenttional$Equation$consumption$model$
based$on$distance,$speed$and$acceleration.

None

None

Has:8Alegbric$Fuel$Consumption$Model
Has:$Agent$Based$daily$full$itinerary.
Has:8Queuing#Free$Road
None
Has:8Evaluate$the$$capacity$on$the$parking.

Has:8Differenttional$Equation$Consumption$Model
Has:$Agent$Based$daily$full$itinerary.
Has:8Queuing#Car$following
None
Lacks:8Evaluate$the$$capacity$on$the$parking.

Has:8Differenttional$Equation$Consumption$Model
Has:$Agent$Based$daily$full$itinerary.
Has:8Queuing#Car$following
None
Has:8Evaluate$the$$capacity$on$the$parking.

Has:8Charging$Electric$Vehicles$while$stationary

Lacks:8Charging$Electric$Vehicles$while$stationary

Lacks:8Charging$Electric$Vehicles$while$stationary

3.8The8control8behavior8of8the8transportationEelectricity8nexus
Yes%$$%As%Fixed%Input%Data
Yes%$$%As%Fixed%Input%Data
Yes%$$%On%Transportation%criteria%only
Yes%$$%On%Transportation%criteria%only
No

Yes%$$%As%Fixed%Input%Data
Yes%$$%On%Transportation%criteria%only

No

No

No
No
No
No
No
No
Has:8Traffic$Lights$control$based$on$fixed$time.$$$$8
Has:8Traffic$Lights$control$based$on$fixed$time$and$$
Has:8Traffic$Lights$control$based$on$fixed$time$and$$
Lacks:$Traffic$Lights$control$based$on$queue$length$at$ queue$length$at$the$interesection$(traffic$conditions). queue$length$at$the$interesection$(traffic$conditions).
the$interesection$(traffic$conditions).
4.8Implementation8of8the8Simulation8Software
JAVA
$C++$
The$code$is$written$in$ANSI$C++$

24,000$nodes$and$500$vehicles
less$than$7$seconds
Yes
Excellent
4.3E8Documentation
GIS,$Google$Earth,$Senozon
4.4E8Visualization
4.5E8Customizable8and8ease8to8 Yes

14$Nodes
5.5$seconds
Yes
Very$Good
SUMO.$GUI
Yes

18$Nodes$
6$seconds
Yes
Good
Transims$Visulizer
Yes

access8code

Fig. 1: Detailed Benchmark Analysis Results of Open-Source Transportation-Electrification Simulation Tools
across the three. MATSim’s transportation model is based
upon cellular automata and therefore only considers position
and average speed as a kinematic state [13]. However, SUMO
considers speed, position and acceleration. TRANSIMS also
adds the road grade in its kinematics. Consequently, while
all three simulators calculate fuel consumption, they do so in
fundamentally different ways. MATSim can not resolve fuel
burn due to the acceleration in aggressive driving. MATSim
and SUMO can not resolve fuel burn in hilly and mountainous
geographies. Similar conclusions apply to CO2 emissions.
These differences are particularly important in the electrified
transportation case where user driving patterns and regenerative braking have been shown to make significant impacts
on charge depletion [50]. Finally, while all three simulators
are classified as agent-based, this does not mean that the
agents have the full functionality required of transportation
electrification. All three packages have agents moving within
a transportation system but none can distinguish whether that
motion is conventional or electrified. The recent developments
in inductively-charged online electric vehicles, suggest that
this will be a key TEN simulation requirement [16], [51], [52].
Similarly, transportation electrification requires the simulation

of remaining stationary as well as motion be it to park
conventionally or to charge [16]. To that effect, only MATSim
explicitly describes the stationary charging of electric vehicles.
3. The control behavior of the transportation-electricity
nexus Recalling from Section II-A3, the TEN’s control behavior consists of five operations management decisions and the
traffic light signaling system. Here, all three tools have fixedschedule traffic light and routing functionality while SUMO
and TRANSIMS also have responsive models that respond
to road queue length [6]. Only MATSim, however, has the
ability to consider toll road pricing [53]. The importance of
this property helps in evaluating the queue lengths on charging
stations [24]. The control functionality found in all three
tools, while advanced from a transportation-only lens, do not
address the full scope of potential decision-making which may
one day make up an intelligent transportation energy system
[10]. Vehicle dispatch, routing, charging queue management,
coordinated charging and vehicle-2-grid functionality all can
be enhanced to incorporate both kinematic as well as electrical
state; locally or centrally. There remains significant space and
need for systems research to support decision-making in a
TEN and then include such methods into simulation tools such

as the ones presented here.
4. The implementation of the simulation software
In addition to the functionality of simulation software,
it is important to assess its implementation. The basic
characteristics related to user interface and usage options
are of particular interest. The software must also be able to
accommodate large scale traffic simulations, and have well
structured modules that may be combined or used alone.
This would enable downstream flexibility to support new or
modified transportation electrification code. It would also
allow rigorous testing as every new piece of functionality
is validated and verified. ddsssssaszzCurrently, the chosen
simulators are open-source. This represents a development
model that promotes universal access via a free license [54]
where codes are accessible and changeable. In addition to that,
the documentation among these tools are available, upgraded
and well written. Interestingly, MATSim also offers a toolbox
for demand-modelling, agent-based mobility-simulation
(traffic flow simulation), re-planning, and a customizable
controller to iteratively run simulations [53].
The results of the comparison analysis is shown in Figure 1.
As a summary, only SUMO and TRANSIM consider electric
vehicles information as a transport mode. Also it was found
that they have the ability to calculate emissions which can
be used in the future as a way to estimate the state of
charge. MATSim is capable of considering most of the TE
aspects in comparison to the other two tools. It has the ability
to identify electric vehicles, charging while stationary and
compute state of charge. However, as an overall assessment
there are many criteria of TE, MATSim has not encountered.
As mentioned earlier, in order to develop a holistic TE model
both transportation and electrical domains must be analyzed.
From transportation system perspective, the new proposed
charging methodology through electrified roads is not included
[17]. From power system point of view, MATSim does not
include any of the electrical artifacts associated with the power
grid such as transmission, generation and consumption [13].
IV. S IMULATION P ERFORMANCE
Once the detailed benchmark analysis and its outcomes
have been demonstrated, the discussion proceeds to present
the simulation performance evaluation as a particularly important and practical criterion. It indicates the limits on the
network size while continuing to operate with high speed
and efficiency. This section uses the each simulator’s default
simulation example to practically compare their performance
and usability.
A. TRANSIMS Simulation Performance
TRANSIMS was developed as a micro-simulation projected
for traffic forecasting and emissions analysis [4]. It can
typically simulate large regional areas with several millions
of agents. It’s simulation performance was evaluated on the
basis of its default small example. In all, its performance is
very similar to SUMO. Meanwhile, its architecture structure

represents the baseline upon which MATSim was built [47].
Many of the configuration methodologies such as agent plans
and activities are very similar between the two.
The overall performance assessment of TRANSIMS results
can be summarized as:
1. Provides a strong tool for planning purposes.
2. Is capable of conducting large networks simulations. However, the performance speed is considerably low in comparison to the other two.
3. Is able to to assess high level of congestion as well as
access the code and implement changes
4. Provides good documentation although not as recent as
MATSim documentation.
B. SUMO Simulation Performance
SUMO is a purely microscopic traffic simulation that is
capable of handling a wide range of traffic data types [48].
In order to assess its performance, a small default example
was simulated. While SUMO’s performance is similar to
TRANSIMS, it is significantly slower than MATSim. However, SUMO can still handle large networks efficiently and
answer many ongoing research questions. A screen shot of
the SUMO default example is depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The simulated example on SUMO
SUMO’s overall performance results and simulation characteristics can be summarized as:
1. Considers a wide range of entities that can be simulated
such as: Pedestrian, Bicycle, Train, Trucks, car, electric
vehicles and their combination [4].
2. Lacks different charging methodologies of electric vehicles
in its native code.
3. Capable of conducting large networks simulations within a
short duration [6].
4. Allows users to access the code and implement changes.
5. Has a high level of performance and well-written documentation.
C. MATSim Simulation Performance
MATSim is an open source agent-based transport simulator,
that simulates very large networks [55]. A district of Zurich
is often used as an illustrative example. A screenshot of this

example is provided in Figure 3. MATSIM takes advantage
of its cellular automata mechanics to provide very efficient
simulation. Despite the considerably large network, it took less
than 7 seconds to present its results. Similarly, MATSim has

advanced decision-making that spans both the transportation
and electric power infrastructure. Much work remains to be
done to advance transportation electrification research from
interdisciplinary & systems perspectives [16]. The remaining
functionality gaps are perhaps most easily addressed with a cosimulation strategy. The JAVA based simulators presented here
can be coupled to MATLAB-based power system simulators
[16]. Nevertheless, at the current stage of the given available
tools, the research results show that MATSIM, SUMO and
TRANSIMS are all highly reliable and well documented.
The overall performance level is similar although MATSIM’s
mesoscopic traffic engine provides faster albeit more coarse
results. With these qualifications and limitations regarding
transportation electrification, MATSim may be considered as
the most suitable open source tool with the most advanced
functionality to support electric vehicles.
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Fig. 3: The simulated example on MATSim
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